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A GRAPH THEORETIC TECHNIQUE FOR THE GENERATION OF SnTOLIC
- ThMPLEMATI0NS FOR SKIFTINVARIAxT nLow GRAM

D. A. Schwartz and T. P. Barnwell II

School of Electrical Engineering Ad
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, GA 3g!!2Pattln an addition, the graph is constrained so that

its node operations m each fundamental operations
Abstract of the constituent processors which are to be used

in the in the implentation. More precisely, the
This paper presents a general method for node operations reprensnt the granularity with which

the transformation of algorithms described by the parallelism of the flow graph can be
shift-invariant fully-specified flow graphs into manipulated, and they should be chosen accordingly.
equivalent systolic realizations. The method The fully-specified flow graph Is a very poerful
consists of a set of rules for the systematic representation which, if properly applied,.is not
manipulation of the flow graphs into systolic fore only capable of describing such traditional signal
utilizing a set of theorems from graph theory. It flow graph structures as digital filters and fast
is shown that many of the previously published sys- transforms, but also such nonlinear structures as
tolic algorithms and many new algorithms can be those involving decimation, interpolation, homo-
generated using this single procedure. morphic processing, end a large class of matrix

operations. In addition, by allowing the modes to
Introduction be low level logic operations, these flow graphs can

also describe bit-serial, byte-serial, and ny
- The fundamental goal of this research is to other distributed arimetic structures.

develop methods for the automatic and optiual
realization of a large class of Digltal Signal Pro- Flow rraph Rounds
cessing (DSP) algorithms on synchronous
multiprocessors composed of multiple, identical Given that only ene processor type is to be
programmable processors. This research seeks to used in the eventual multiprocessor implememtation
find the most efficient possible solutions, tn and given that the characteristics of this con-
which the intrinsic synchrony of the system main- stituent processor are known, then it is possible to
tains the data precedence relations, and in which compute bounds on the synchronous multiprocessor
no cycles of any of the processors are used for realization of a fully specified flow grap. Two
system control (1). DSP algorithms, as a class, bounds are of particular interest. The first bound,
are uniquely well suited to this approach both called the sample period bound, involves the mii
because of their computational intensity and sampling period at which a particular algorith can
because of their high level of Internal structure, be Implemented using a particular constituust pro-

cessor. The sample period bound Is best understood
One of the popular methods which might well be in the context of a recursive slngle-time-index

used to accomplish this goal Is the application of flow graph (such as an nIt digital filter), although
systolic arrays to DSP implementations. Over the the concept Is also meaningful in systems which have
past several years, there has been considerable no explicit sampling period. For such systems, the
Interest in systolic implementations, and a nunber sample period bound Is given by
of systolic algorithms have been published. For the
most part, these algorithms have not been derived
by any formal method, but rather have been Tx- 1A= dp/Y
developed and presented separately, sometimes P
without extensive verification. The purpose of this
paper is to present a simply applied set of where p varies over the set of all loops in the floe
techniques which allow for the systematic graph, d is the arithmetic delay in the loop p and
derivations of systolic solutions for a large and n is e number of emit delays nodes in loop p.
Interesting class of algorithm. This result is a generalization of a result

published by Renfors md uavo (2).
Flow Grp Represntation

The second bound, called the static-pillue

In this research, the algorit6bs to be imple- sample period bound, Is of particuinr interest In
mented are all described using full -pecifid flow the derivation of systolic implementations. This
grph representations. As is illustrated in Fig. bound Is the minimum sampling period which ean begraphve rersnttoa Ahe isir Ugraphw~ Fig 01,mutd sn1. a fully-specified flow graph Is a directed graph achieved If the entire graph is Implemented wing a
in which all operations occur at the nodes, and in static pipeline. A static pipeline Is as
which the branches are used exclusively as signal impremntation in whil the node operations o the
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graph are explicitly assigned to individual procea- data streams is essentially equivalent to a single
saora, and in which every applications of any system for which the N sets of inputs and outputa
particular node operation is alvays performed by have been separately interleaved as ordered eto
the same processor. A static pipeline realization and the order of all the delay nodes in the flow
for a flow graph can be considered to be a complete graph has been multiplied by I.
partitioning of the flow graph in space., In which
each node in the flow graph is assigned to a COROLLARY: A shift Invariant system is always

* particular processor. This Is to be contrasted with essentially equivalent to a shift invariant system
cyclo-static iplementations such as SSIMD (1) in where the input has been up-sampled by N, the output
which different time-index (or apace-index) has been down-sampled by N, and the order of all the
applications of a particular node operation my be delay nodes has been mltiplied by 3.
realized by different processors at different

times. In general, cyclo-static implementationa my A Nodal Cutset is defined as that met of
achieve the sample-period bound while static- branches which are cut when a closed surface Is
pipeline implementations can only achieve the constructed inside a flow graph in such a way that
static pipeline sample period bound, it passes through no nodes.

Like the sampling period bound, a static pipe- THE CUTSET DELAY TRANSFORMATION TEOE: Amy shift
line sample period bound is first computed for each invariant flow graph is essentially equivalent to a
loop, and then the overall bound for the graph Is flow graph which is formed by adding ideal delay
computed as the maximun of the individual loop (advance) nodes to all the input branches In a nodal
bounds. Each loop individually can be thought of as cutst and adding ideal advance (delay) nodes to all
consisting of a set of operation nodes and a set of the output branches in the same nodal outest.
delay nodes. The static pipeline bound for a loop
is computed by assuming that the delays celoats A fundamental constraint placed on systolic
say be distributed throughout the loop in any arrays in their definition (3) is that the timnsfer
desired configuration and by finding that dis- of data between cells must be simultanona. This
tribution of delays which minimizes the maximum translates Into a flow graph constraint that every
operation time between two consecutive delay ele- output branch from a cell must be terminated by a
sants. This minl-sax operation time is the static- delay node (pipeline register). Bence, the gen-
pipeline sample period bound for the loop and the eration of systolic solutions for flow grais re-
maximun value of all such loops bounds is the duces to the distribution of the delay nodes
static-pipeline sample period bound for the flow throughout the flow graph so that this condition Is
graph, and can be written as net. In this procedure, the static pipeline mample

period bounds for the individual loops in the flow
T Nax (DA graph are used to determine where the delay nodes

p is0oeps should be redistributed, the required interleaving
factor, and the appropriate nodal cuteta. If the

D, Kin[ Kax (a di)] ample period is known, it is always simple to
aL 1  partitions jai introduce delay nodes Into the nonrecursive portions

nI Lc(O,"",nt of the graph such that the maximum delay between
partitions pipeline registers Is less than or equal to the

sample period.
Optimlity

The way in which these theorems are need to
This work makes use of two separate deflai- derive a systolic implementation from a fully-speci-

tions of optinality. An implementation is said to fied flow graph is illustrated in Fig. 1. Other
be rate optima if it achieves the sampling period examples of the derivation of systolic iplmnta-
boun -nTr-sid to be procissor optimal if it tions from flow graphs are given in (1). In prti-
exhibits perfect processor efficiency so that every cular, Fig. 1 illustrates the generation of the
cycle of every processor is used directly on the systolic implementation for the two multiplier
fundamental operations of the algorithm and no Markel-Gray lattice filter. This example ha been
cycles are used for synchronization or system chosen for four specific reasons. First, and most
control. Clearly, these three definitions of important, it was chosen because it uses all of the
optimality are non-exclusive, and any particular theorems and exhibits all of the propertieawbich
implementation my satisfy any combination of these are typical of the derivation of systolic 1eple-
optimality criteria. mentations from flow graphs. Second, it illumnates

clearly the central roll of the Data Interleave
Rigorous Systolic Derivations Theorem in finding systolic derivations for incur-

sive systems. Third, In spite of being typical In
Two single-time-index system are said to be the ways the theorems are applied, this partiAular

essentially equivaletm if given the same input seo- derivation itself has some additional Intereating
quences, they always give the same output and surprising features which are worthy of note.
sequences. The systolic derivation procedure Is Finally, the systolic implementations presented ber
based on two theorems concerning the essential for this Important digital filter structure be not
equivalence of systems described by flow graphs. been presented before, and are Interesting in their

own right.
THE DATA INTERLEAVE TREORIM: A set of N identical

ShIfFt variant systems operating on X separate From Pig. Ia. it Is clear that the smple
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period bound for this form of the lattice filter is are rigorous I1 the soase that each step is achieved
given by T a t +lt. vhere t_ and t_ are the by the applicatis of a theorem from graph theory to

multiply an addtimes. Also, since thisafilter is the flow grapk and so long as the theorems art
recursive, it is clear that there must be a bi- properly applied, the resulting Implementation is

directional data flow between the systolic calls. guaranteed to be correct. This method to simple to

The problem is that, in its original form, there apply (in fact, it can be largely automated), and

are not enough delays nodes inside the loop& to should be of grt utility In the study of systolic

met the systolic requirement for positioning delay algorithm. It also serves to gain further insight

elements at all output branches (it should be into the fundammetal nature of systolic algorlthm.

obvious here that the Cutest Delay Transformation For example, the 502 efficiency so often found in

Theorem will always conserve the number of delay systolic implemotations can be seen to be a remlt

elements in a loop, although it will allow them to of the required 2-wmy interleave transforostiom for

be easily redistributed). As a result, an inter- recursive systems (1/0 efficiency for *-My later-

leaving transformation is required to generate the leaved system with one data strem). lowever, a

needed delay nodes. Fig. lb shows the filter after point which Is wade clear in this context which Is

a 2-way interleaving tra neforeatiou. Computing the sot clear from as original systolic presentation

static-pipeline bound for this flow graph results is that IOO efficiency can easily be obtained if

in a sampling period of T, - tm+2t . However, for two Independent data streams are available to be

this case, this is not an achievable bound since processed simulmeously.
the lattice filter has coupled, overlapping loops.
It is hence necessary to arrange the delays in each The real peblem is that traditional systolic
loop so they do not conflict with the delay approaches do am necessarily lead to the best aye-

requirements of other loops. With this added chronous multiprecessor implementations. A fundamen-

requirement, the achievable pipeline sample period tal reason for this is that the basic systolic
bound, T: . is given 1h7 T - 2t +2t . with definition requires that all of the data transfersnde Ta isrioe b ounds, it utsets between cells mat be done simultaneously. This can
knowledge of the sample period bounds, thecutosts
are easily constructed as shown in Fig. lb. The lead to both very low processor efficiency and a law

resulting network is shown in fig. Ic. This network achievable sampling rate. It is simple to understand

Is now in systolic fore. The corresponding systolic why this Is true. The globel systolic clock leads to

cell interconnection details are shown In Fig. ld, a succession of Isformation wavefronts separated by

where the last cell (Type 11) is a degenerate form one global clock period. The global clock period

of the other cells (Type 1). When the 2-way clearly must be greater than or equal to the largest

interleaving Is considered, this Implementation can cell processing delay in the system and also, as

achieve a sampling period of T - at 4t . This is illustrated above, recursive system require inter-

well short of the sample perid bou', sd when no leaving transfoestions which lead to the introduc-

second signal is available to be Interleaved, this tion of extra, "padding" wavefronts. Therefore if

represents a 502 processor efficiency. all the cell processing delays are not of equal
duration or if podding uavefronts are present, than

Another important point is illustrated in Fig the processors am not always doing useful work. If

Is. The point is that there exists a systolic form the global systolic clock constraint Is relaxed,

which has a 8seller sample period than the system then the information wsvefronts my be separated by
of Fwg. It. This loer sapling period Ia achieved less than the maximum cell processing delay, and

by applying a 3-way interleaved transforsation, such sore aefpicent Implmentation are pssible.

which, after the appropriate cutest transformations SIND Is a perfect Illutration of this effect (1).

have been applied, result In the systolic network In SSIMD, the processing delay of each cell is ty-

of Fig. Ia. In Fig. Ia, the dashed lines partition pically quite long (since each cell generally i-

the network into systolic cells. This new network cludes all the eperations in one Iteration of the

has a static-pipeline sample period bound of T- flow graph), bit the information wavefronts are

T - t +t . With the interleaving considered, tis separated by only a small fraction of a cell procee-

g1ves an- achievable sampling period of T - sin& delay. This eatra flexibility is one reason shy
3 t+

3
ta. While this is 6/3 times faster than the 2- SSIKD and other cyclo-static Implementations can

ay interleaved form, it still does not achieve th achieve processer optimal and rate optimal solutises

optimal sample period bound, so it is not rate- when systolic Implementations for the sase flow

optimal. For this particular network, the optimal graph cannot (1).

sample period bound cannot be achieved with a
systolic implementation, nor will any higher XE CZS
interleaving factor result in a faster processing
rate. However, for any given network It is clear 1. T. P. Baruwell III and D. A. Schwatrs "Optimal

that thete is on easily determined optimum Iuplementatios eof Flow Graph on Synchromous Multi-

Interleaving factor that achieves the minimum processors," Prec. 1983 Asilomar Conf. on Circuits

possible static-pipeline sample period bound, and and S Pacific GroTe, 7 ve r -

for some networks, this Is equal to the sampleperiod ound. 2. M. Rntrs and Trjo funv, "The Maxim Sopll 8
pate of Digital Filters Under lardware Coustrae ts,"

Optimal Pipeline Solutions IEE Transaction on Circuits and Syetes, T-CASW,

This paper has described a general procedure
for the derivations of systolic Implementations 3. C. L Leisercm, Area Efficient VLSI CemMtatlem
from fully-specified flow graphs. Such derivations NIT Press, 1983.
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